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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, November 03, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.05/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 13% 13.5% 14% 15% 

MWZ5 519' 6s 8' 0 4421 28408 +937 Basis MWZ: NQ +115 +110/+130 +170/+175 

MWH6 530' 6s 9' 2 2231 19352 +427 Info:   nominal nominals nom/cars 

MWK6 540' 0s 9' 0 351 8459 -69 Change:  unch unch/unch unch/unch 

MWN6 549' 4s 8' 4 598 5505 +129 Mpls Truck: -40  +10 +35 

MWU6 560' 2s 8' 4 215 4245 -111 Portland Nov-MWZ Dec-MWZ Jan-MWH Feb-MWH 

MWZ6 574' 6s 8' 4 43 1583 +3 14%proBasis  +105/+150 +115/+150 +100/+140 +100/+140 

Totals:   7,859 67,587 +1315  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,275 Options: 0 

Warehouse Receipts:   
Duluth: 673 Mpls:1 

Implied vols: soft 
20.25% Z, H, K, N 

Spring wheat basis was steady but not well tested in the spot market. 
Receipts continue to be light, just 24 singles today. 77 cars and 2 
trains on the floor today. PNW is steady.    

Commentary: 
Wheat was sharply lower yesterday so naturally it had to rally today. WZ5 fell 14 cents yesterday and 
closed up 8 ½ cents today. Wheat continues to exhibit a high degree of intraday volatility while 
managing to not go much of anywhere; trading ranges are holding. Higher trade in MATIF futures 
seemed to be the only significant input today. KC was substantively weaker as buying in Chicago was 
coupled with selling in the KZ/WZ intermarket spread. Overall volume was light and WZ5 traded up to 
but didn’t close above its 100-day moving average at 517 ¼.   
 
In intermarket spreads, KZ/WZ fell 3 ¾ cents to close at -29, just shy of the contract low trade and 
intraday low of -30 ¼ from last week. Technical selling in a light-volume session easily pushed the 
spread out. This is a very—perhaps dangerously—crowded trade but technical selling is persistent and 
trade recommendations continue to circulate arguing for another leg lower on the basis of monthly 
continuous technical objectives. Crop conditions yesterday showed a weekly improvement in SRW and 
no change in HRW and forecasts call for warm and dry conditions in HRW areas through ten days while 
SRW will benefit from 0.25”to 0.75” rains later this week. MWZ-WZ had a steady bid around 3-4 over all 
day such that selling in KZ/WZ made MWZ gain on KWZ. MZ/KZ closed at 32 ¼, up 3 ¼ cents. We are 
into the upper end of the recent trading range.   
 
SRW calendar spreads rallied across the curve today, despite recent weakness in basis. WZ/WH 
traded to new move highs inside of -3 and doesn’t seem to be losing any of its oomph despite the 
reduction in the size of the fund net short position. The catalyst for today’s move seemed to be weekly 
delivery stocks which showed a drawdown of 1.1 mil bu from last week, reflecting the loadout and 
cancellation of the delivery stocks last week. Deliverable stocks are 25% larger than a year ago at 
54.75 mil bu while HRW stocks are 49% larger than a year ago at 85 million. Duluth stocks continue to 
rise and were up 500,000 from last week, which is largely a function of the surprising break in shuttle 
freight in October. Farmer selling of spring wheat remains minimal, open interest in MWZ continues to 
rise, and funds are sporting a record large net short position in MW futures. MW Z/H was weaker today 
and traded out to -11 ½ but was -11 bid at -10 ¾ going home. Chart support is at -14 and resistance at 
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-9. KWZ5-N6 is trading at contract lows of 36 ½ carry, which represents 87% of full storage (41 ¾ 
carry). Short hedges should be rolled to N6.  
 
World wheat stocks are abundant and US export sales and shipments are not keeping a pace 
consistent with USDA projections. Expect a reduction to the projected export sales program in the 
November WASDE.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


